Intern Placement Tracking (IPT) Instructions

**For students**

**Logging in:**

1. Go to [www.runipt.com](http://www.runipt.com)
2. Organization ID: UISSW
3. Username and password will be provided to you via email

![Login to IPT](image)

**Changing your Password:**

1. Once logged in, you will be prompted to change your username and password. Please use your full name as your username. Example: Jane Doe
2. Set a unique password which you will remember. If you forget, contact your center’s administrator to reset it to the default access information.

![Change account login information](image)
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Student Homepage:

From the homepage, you can access,

1. Student Detail: contains all of your personal information
2. Agency List: contains all agencies available for practicum opportunities
3. Change password: allows you to modify your current password
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**Student Detail Tab:**

1. Please complete all your personal information, including your current mailing address and phone number
2. Please upload a picture
3. Your field coordinator will be added automatically for you
4. Make sure to hit SAVE each time you update your page
Student Detail Tab (continued):

Fill out information about skills, population and agency setting preferences, optimal learning environment, special considerations, work history, and education history so that field faculty and staff can better assist you with identifying placements.

- **Skills you would like to learn:**
  - Please list the skills you would like to learn during your field placement.

- **Population & agency setting preferences:**
  - Indicate any population/agency setting preferences that you have. Please note if you are completing a certificate or area of study that pertains to your placement selection.

- **Describe optimal learning environment:**
  - In terms of agency culture, please describe your optimal learning environment. Examples: Structured, fluid/evolving, rigorous, supportive, directive, etc.

- **Considerations (ex: need nights/weekends):**
  - Please list any other considerations or unique circumstances which affect your ability to accept a placement. Examples: the need for nights/weekend, limited or no personal transportation, specific geographic locations, etc.

- **Please describe your work history:**
  - Include organization/agency; duty and length of position.

- **Education (degrees, school, years):**
  - List your previous and current education here.
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Agency List:

1. Click on A-Z to produce a full list of available agencies
2. Click on an agency to see detailed information
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Agency Profile:

Once you click on an agency, you will be able to familiarize yourself with the agency and view the primary contact’s information to get in touch with them if you are interested.
Agency Profile (continued):

If you scroll down to the second half of the page, you will see information describing the agency and what type of experience a student would have in a field placement at that agency, as well as their desired characteristics for students and any application instructions or site requirements.

Note: Please look at the “special procedures” section for instructions related to applying for a placement.
Adding Agency Preferences:

1. Click on an agency profile you want to add as a preference
2. Scroll down to the very bottom of the page and select “add preference”
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How to view and edit your preferences:

1. Make all your preference selections
2. Go to the “Student Detail” tab at the top to view your personal profile
3. Scroll to the bottom of your profile and look for “Agency Preferences”
4. Once there, you are able to view your preferences in order
5. If you would like to change the order of your preferences, use the “up” and “down” buttons
6. If you would like to delete a preference, use the “delete” button
How to complete an initial learning contract:

1. Go to “My Forms”

2. Once there, click on the blue “View” button on the left side of the screen.
3. Fill out the basic information such as name, agency, field instructor/task supervisor and their emails. Make sure to save your work.
4. Read the “Social Work Competencies” section “Learning Contract Instructions” for detailed explanations on how to fill your learning contract out.

The Council on Social Work Education (CSWE) has established professional competencies that span the classroom and the field. During practicum, students must develop learning activities to demonstrate how they will achieve proficiency in each competency. Learning activities must be individualized using practice behaviors as abilities to strive toward.

Social Work Competencies

The goal is for students to achieve proficiency in each competency and to find ways to integrate classroom knowledge with practice experiences focusing on the identified practice behaviors for each competency. With their field instructor and specific to their practicum agency, students develop learning activities that allow them to develop and demonstrate the outlined practice behaviors associated each competency. It may be helpful to think of the practice behaviors as core social work skills each student must develop and demonstrate in order to successfully complete his or her degree program.

Learning Contract Instructions

1. Competencies are set in bold type and a range of practice behaviors are listed under each competency. Do not rewrite the competencies or the practice behaviors included.
2. Begin by brainstorming a list of activities and projects that the student and agency would like to engage in during the placement. Then examine where each would fit in demonstrating the required practice behaviors. Remember, this learning contract should reflect the educational desires of each student combined with the needs/interests of the agency. Every student’s contract will be different.
3. Add at least one activity to meet each required practice behavior. This is the minimum expectation. Remember, the goal is to become competent in practicing specified professional behaviors, that may require more than one learning activity. However, one activity may meet more than one practice behavior (see sample learning activities on page 3).
4. Throughout placement, students are encouraged to add new activities. The learning contract is a “living document” that should be kept up-to-date and, ultimately, provides a record of what students did.
How to complete an initial learning contract: (continued)

5. Next, scroll down to Competency 1 and being filling in the learning activities that you plan to accomplish in your placement to fulfill the practice behaviors for this competency.

6. To do this, click on the paper and pencil icon to bring up a text box that you can write a learning activity in. To close each box when finished, press “Save and Close.”

7. Complete the learning activities for each competency on the learning contract in this way.

8. If you are an advanced student, make sure to select which term you are filling this contract out for in the drop down column on the far left (not shown below).

9. Remember to click the “Save Work” button at the end of each competency section.
How to complete the end of semester evaluation on the learning contract:

To complete your learning contract, select your progress for each learning activity. If you are an advanced student, make sure you are entering data for the correct semester by using the drop down menu on the far left column (not shown).

![Image of a table and diagram]
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How to complete the end of semester evaluation on the learning contract: (continued)

1. Scroll down to the bottom of the learning contract until you reach “Term Evaluation and Validation.”
2. If you are an advanced student, make sure to pay attention to if you are filling out the “Fall Evaluation and Validation” or “Spring Evaluation and Validation” section according to the semester.
3. Be sure to record site visit dates
4. Enter the number of registered credits and the total hours completed in placement
5. Make sure to save your work
6. Complete a self-assessment in the narrative box answering the three listed questions, pertaining to your performance and professional development.
7. Sign the form electronically- make sure you are completely done with this because after you sign it, it will be locked!
8. Remember to save your work